
  



  

Response to Graham McKay of Misfits Architecture Post “Something in the Air”

Edges

As one of your older readers my generation was in architecture school in the 1980s. Some of us 
were looking back in the midst of Post modernism to the 50s/60s for inspiration with Louis Kahn 
or Aldo Van Eyck or Herman Hertzberger and as well everything happening in London at that 
time.

In an external way, one of the themes here is the relationship of architecture and the built 
environment to nature. and the vast majority of the projects covered in this post were created at 
a time when oil and energy and the use and exploitation of nature were either thought to be 
limitless or at least issues that did not need to be addressed. I wonder how many of these 
designers would have reacted to the massive loss of biodiversity and the 6th extinction event 
that is now happening on the planet.

In an internal way and a way of how our internal life can be affected by our surroundings and 
relationship to nature, few of these proposals express a love for nature as much as nature as 
commodity to be exploited and although there is a beautiful craft to the images in Lebbeus 
Woods work there is for me an undeniable nihilism and the foregone conclusion that indeed the 
planet has finally been consumed and nature and our relationship to it completely severed.In 
any event, I think these designs and images need to be seen in the context of the time they 
were created in.

Many times in these images and designs its always the same edge occurring with a wall or form 
smashing into some placeless landscape. Perhaps it is this edge (for better or for worse) which 
will ultimately define western culture on this earth.

.



  

Superstudio’s 1971 Megaton City

  Dystopias of Lebbeus Woods 



  

“The relationship between native peoples 
and the earth its very important to realize 
that ofcourse landscape can create 
character. Laurence Durrell the writer once 
said that you could de populate France and 
resettle it with Tartars and find to your 
astonishment that within a generation or 
so the same national traits would re-
emerge – the affection for fine food, and 
beautiful men and women, the reflections 
of disdain for Americans all of this would 
sort of pop out of the ground from the 
sacred soil of France.”  Wade Davis



  

“Design begins with Self knowledge” – Charles Eames
“Truth begins with a belief in Man” - Per Olaf Fjeld



Sverre Fehn was not a fan of sentimentality or 
romanticism.

“Is this fantasy or is it construction?

Prof. Fehn regarded building as “an act of brutality”

“When I build on a site in nature that is totally unspoiled, it
is a fight, an attack by our culture on nature. In this 
confrontation, I strive to make a building that will make 
people more aware of the beauty of the setting.”

A command of drawing technique from the designer and 
for the builder a command of construction technique were 
required in order to achieve precision and a means of 
expression. 



Drawing Full size details.
Details were worked out at full size. At the office there was
also a floor to ceiling blackboard for this.







Hamar Museum - edge of the horizon
In between Land And Sky 
Walking Towards the horizon then turning to face the 
building, a wave in the concrete handrail perhaps a pause.





Villa Busk
In Between Earth and Construction
Concrete has two lives and acknowledges and traces the 
stone outcrop.



Edges in Between Earth and Construction
Concrete has two lives and acknowledges and traces the 
stone formation.



 All projects that CURA carry out are biophilic to some degree. 

Simply put, biophilic design endeavours to do its best in two 
areas. First to protect and enhance nature and biodiversity 
wherever a project is being built and second, to increase 
human well being through a better connection with nature 
and our surroundings. 

We believe this approach is essential for our physical well 
being, our spirtual well being, and for the present and future 
well being of the planet.









  







  















  

Cura Design

`

The tree weighs 25 tons
260,000 leaves
Has over 12 kilometers of branches
Supports over 350 species of insects
30 species of birds
Over 360 other plants and lichens
Has healing properties for ailments
Has a symbiotic relationship with fungi



  

CURAs Design Process     Cura works through a cross discipline process. The front end and follow up 
    stages of the design   process utilizes dedicated Environmental Scientists 
    and Psychologists and  Researchers to ensure that all of the inhabitants of 
    a facility or place are fully understood, given a voice, and both their mental 
    and physical wellbeing are documented and verified through pre design 
     and post design evaluations. These findings feed into both the design 
     process of the spaces and as well provide validation and verifications 
     illustrating improvements in patient and staff performance and well being.

CURAs Team                  Curas team has a wealth of experience that works togther in a 
             synergetic way making the whole much stronger than the individual parts.

Cura Design Services are designed to work closely and in conjunction with Cura Research Services. They can 
also be appointed separately. 

CURAs Research Services        Cura can provide: One Day Workshops / Appraissals and Feasibilty 
                                                           Studies / Design Peer Reviews / Biophilic Consultants Reports / 

       Bespoke Case Studies

CURAs Design Services        Cura can provide: Healthcare Facilites for healing / Cultural Projects for 
      celebrating the Arts and Nature / Community Projects for Living and 
      Engaging / Educational Projects for Learning/  Residential Projects for

                                                          Living.

 









List of substances that cannot be  used in projects because they have been determined to be 
detrimental to human health and  the environment.

The Red List



  

Green Buildings and BREEAM Certification and Well Certification







  

Similar in spirit and intention to the idea in Sverre Fehns Thought of Construction:

“Written in the ruins of the Second World War,  Martin Heidegger  characterised the reduction of the 

natural world to resources for production and consumption as  THE  crisis of modernity. Heidegger 

claimed this crisis is rooted in our technological worldview. Its consequences include a loss of the 

sacred, the violation of nature, and the destruction of our home.”

“He thought this freedom could be achieved through a form of “wilful non-willing” that releases us 

from our selfish activities and puts us in a position to interact with nature in a sustainable way. Of 

course, “wilful non-willing” sounds contradictory, but the basic idea is straightforward: we need to 

resist the tendency to reduce the natural world to a resource.” 

Author: Aaron James Wendland



  

Heidegger spoke of “letting things be” and of shifting 
our mindset from “masters and possessors of nature”to 
shepherds of being.

This idea of shepherding suggests the policies that 
simultaneously preserve the natural world and ensure 
our own well-being; whether those contained in the  
Paris Climate Agreement  or  Green New Deal  could 
even begin to adequately protect our life-sustaining 
ecosystems is an open question. But one thing is clear 
ahead of the UN’s  Climate Action Summit: with rising 
temperatures and mass extinction, we can no longer 
afford to reduce nature to a stock of resources waiting 
to be used at our command. In Heidegger’s words, we 
need “a new ground and foundation” from which we can 
“confront the dangers of modern technology”, and 
“dwell in the world in a totally different way”.

In my opinion, we need people to fight this good fight 
and find a totally different way in making as Charles 
Eisenstein writes - The More Beautiful World Our 
Hearts Know Is Possible.


